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“Financial service trade liberalization” and “capital account opening” are two 
different but closely related concepts. Financial service trade liberalization emphasizes 
on reducing the restriction to the foreign financial organization in entering domestic 
market. And capital account opening emphasizes the freedom of the capital flow. 
Because at present these two reforms are just at the beginning in China, so the research 
on these two concepts, including their difference、relation and correspond exists lots of 
shortages. So in China, there exist these phenomena: without fluently understand on 
the difference in these two concepts, some people protest adopt strict control on the 
capital account, because they are afraid of more and more competitions breeding from 
the financial service trade liberalization. Thereby cause the seriously block of the 
capital flow. On the other hand, some people protest to prevent the innovation of 
financial service trade liberalization, because they are afraid of expedition of capital 
flow causes by the capital account opening. Thereby cause the slowness of the 
development on domestic financial market because of the lack of competition and 
experience. Meanwhile, because of the lack of the comprehension of the relation in 
these two concepts, the policy make by these two reforms occur different kinds of wrap, 
and weak the function of these two reforms in promoting economy development.  
In 2001, China has took part in world trade organization (WTO), according to the 
agreement, we made concrete permission on the financial service trade liberalization, 
including the time、the sequence and the range. On the other hand, strict financial 
control has became a hindrance to China in attaining more benefit from the process of 
economic globalization, so the driving forces for capital account opening in China is 
strengthening unceasingly. Besides, entering WTO is a catalyst to capital account 
opening. Whereas the complex relation between these two concepts, and in order to 
achieve the permission we made on the financial service trade liberalization; to achieve 
moderate capital account opening; to achieve harmonious development between these 
two reforms. It is necessary to distinguish these two concepts, to find out their 















bases on experience from other countries and practical situation in our country, 
consequently to achieve the harmony between these programs. 
In this text, I study the difference and relation between these two concepts: 
financial service trade liberalization and capital account opening. Analyze their 
affections to the development of economy and to each other. Discuss how to make 
these two programs more harmonious.  
There are four standpoints in my text: 
First, financial service trade liberalization and capital account opening are two 
different but closely related concepts. 
Second, in order to avoid the influence of short-term capital to the domestic 
financial market, in the process of financial service trade liberalization we must pay 
attention to the sequence of the capital account opening.  
Third, in the process of financial service trade liberalization, we must perfect the 
opening of the capital account in commercial presence form. In other words, we must 
perfect direct investment from foreign business in our financial department further. 
Fourth, in the way of the financial service trade liberalization and capital account 
opening, there will be more and more competitions, the capital flow will become more 
quickly, so, we must perfect supervision in financial system further. 
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第四，自然人移动（Movement of natural persons）:是指外国自然人向国
内消费者提供服务。这类金融服务多为与银行、保险和证券相关的辅助性金融服
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